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Cooperative particle rearrangements facilitate the
self-organized growth of colloidal crystal arrays
on strain-relief patterns
Manodeep Mondal1,2*, Chandan K. Mishra1, Rajdeep Banerjee2,3, Shobhana Narasimhan2,3,
A. K. Sood4,5, Rajesh Ganapathy2,5*

INTRODUCTION

In the lattice-mismatched surface growth—heteroepitaxy—of metals
and semiconductors, relaxation of the pent-up strain can result in
surface reconstruction (1), the formation of periodic ripples (2), the
nucleation of coherent three-dimensional (3D) islands (3), and the
emergence of periodic arrays of dislocations (4, 5). Apart from influencing the equilibrium film morphology, the strain also interferes
with growth kinetics by altering energy barriers for interlayer (6) and
intralayer (7–10) mass transport. The complex interplay of these
processes, besides being of fundamental interest (5, 11), often results
in a high degree of self-organized growth and has also enabled the
use of strain-relief patterns as templates for the large-area fabrication
of ordered nanostructures composed of atoms (4, 12), molecules (13),
and even supramolecules (14). While there have been steady efforts
to extend atomic epitaxy concepts to nanoparticles (15–17) and colloids (18–23) for creating functional surface structures, the high level
of self-organization seen in atomic systems is yet to be achieved with
these larger particles. It is only recently that the role of interparticle
attraction range in surface growth processes is beginning to be appreciated. In DNA-functionalized nanoparticle heteroepitaxy (17),
long-range interactions helped relax the misfit stress elastically and
thin films grow pseudomorphically, i.e., in registry with the substrate,
at ϵs, which in atomic heteroepitaxy would have invariably resulted
a s  − a  f
in the formation of dislocations. Here, ϵ = _
a  f is the misfit strain
with as and af being the lattice constants of the substrate and the
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film, respectively. On the other hand, for particles with short-range
attraction (24, 25), where the formation of topological defects is prohibitively energy expensive (26), the mechanism of strain-relief is not
known. Short-range attractions are particularly interesting in the
context of epitaxy because entropic effects promote nucleation of
pseudomorphic crystal nuclei even for large ϵs (21). Short-range interactions modify kinetic processes even in colloidal homoepitaxy (20).
Particle-resolved experiments have revealed that the barrier for interlayer mass transport in colloids is a diffusion-mediated pseudobarrier
(20) and not a real energy barrier such as in atoms (9). Similar kinetic
barriers were later observed to operate in the epitaxy of C60 molecules,
which has an attraction range intermediate between atoms and colloids
(27). Epitaxy processes carry over across particle size scales. Without
prior knowledge of how strain modifies these processes, atomic/molecular
kinetic Monte Carlo simulations, routinely used in surface growth
studies, cannot accurately predict the film morphology (11). Evidently,
there is a clear need for experiments that can directly probe single-
particle dynamics that otherwise remain inaccessible in atomic/
nanoparticle heteroepitaxy.
Motivated by these open issues, we investigated the heteroepitaxy
of micrometer-sized colloids with short-range attraction. The ability
to visualize and manipulate colloid dynamics at the single-particle
level has been exploited in the past to shed light on a plethora of atomic
phenomena that include glass transition (28), crystal melting (29, 30),
defect dynamics (31), homoepitaxy (20), and solid-solid transitions
(32) to name a few. Here, we not only uncovered the mechanism of
strain-relief for particles interacting through a short-range attraction
but also show that the degree of the self-organized growth seen in
atomic heteroepitaxy can be achieved in colloidal heteroepitaxy.
Our particle-resolved bright-field optical microscopy experiments
helped unveil cooperative particle dynamics that not only opened
new kinetic pathways for monomers surface transport but also resulted in a strain-relief pattern that subsequently guided colloidal
self-assembly.
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Strain-relief pattern formation in heteroepitaxy is well understood for particles with long-range attraction
and is a routinely exploited organizational principle for atoms and molecules. However, for particles with
short-range attraction such as colloids and nanoparticles, which form brittle assemblies, the mechanism(s) of
strain-relief is not known. Here, we found that for colloids with short-range attraction, monolayer films on
substrates with square symmetry could accommodate large compressive misfit strains through locally de
wetted hexagonally ordered stripes. Unexpectedly, over a window of compressive strains, cooperative particle rearrangements first resulted in a periodic strain-relief pattern, which then guided the growth of laterally
ordered defect-free colloidal crystals. Particle-resolved imaging of monomer dynamics on strained substrates
also helped uncover cooperative kinetic pathways for surface transport. These processes, which substantially
influenced the film morphology, have remained unobserved in atomic heteroepitaxy studies hitherto.
Leaning on our findings, we developed a heteroepitaxy approach for fabricating hierarchically ordered surface structures.
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has been observed during the epitaxial growth of Cu on Ni(100) (ϵ =
−2.6%) (34), and such as in this system, the stripes observed in our
experiments never intersect or coalesce, are precisely one particle wide
for nearly the same ϵ, and run along the ⟨110⟩ directions, which corresponds to the direction of maximum compressive stress for face-centered
cubic (FCC)(100). This similarity between atomic and colloidal systems
is probably because the spatial dependence of the repulsive part of the
pair potential, which primarily influences the relaxation mechanism for
ϵ < 0, is not very different. We, however, note that the complex internal structure of the stripes seen at other ϵs has no parallel in atomic
systems. The driving force behind the stripe formation stems from
particles in the wetting layer trying to maximize their coordination.
Because of the nearly hardcore nature of the repulsion, when the
island reaches a threshold size that depends on ϵ, particles that
make its perimeter cannot occupy the fourfold hollow sites of the
underlying substrate. During island coalescence, by making a 0.5
displacement along the island edge to the twofold bridge site of
the substrate, these dewetted particles can form six in-plane bonds
and two out-of-plane bonds and achieve the same total coordination as particles in the island interior—four in-plane and four outof-plane bonds (Fig. 1D). On increasing the compressive strain, a
decrease in the interstripe separation, keeping its width fixed, is not
optimal to accommodate the misfit, and the stripe thickness varies
with ϵ (fig. S6). This suggests that the overall film morphology is a
tradeoff between bulk wetting and particles maximizing their local
coordination.
Misfit strain alters intralayer monomer mobilities
Since F and U are held fixed in our study, the naive expectation that
is onset should be independent of ϵ. This is however not the case
(Fig. 1A). onset at all ϵ ≠ 0 is substantially larger than its ϵ = 0 value
and shows clear peaks and valleys for ϵ < 0 (Fig. 2A, section S8, and
fig. S7). This trend can only emerge if mainly D and, possibly, processes
that govern monomer descent from island terraces are also altered
by strain (6, 9, 39). Since the measured monomer diffusivities on the
substrate did not reveal any misfit dependence (section S9 and fig.
S8), it is the change in structure and dynamics of the wetting layer
with ϵ that changes D, and possibly also their dynamics at island step
edges. When ϵ < 0, because of the coexistence of pseudomorphic domains and stripes, monomers diffusing on the wetting layer experience an inhomogeneous surface potential comprising fourfold and
threefold hollow sites. Since Ea for threefold hollow sites is smaller
than the fourfold ones, the spatially averaged D for ϵ < 0 will be
larger in comparison to its ϵ = 0 value. Also, because of variations in
the stripe thickness and, hence, the fraction of threefold hollow sites
with decreasing ϵ, D also fluctuates (red squares in Fig. 2B). A close
inspection of dynamics of the wetting layer further revealed that
particles in pseudomorphic domains vibrate more for ϵ = −3.5 and
−5.5% than for ϵ = −2.4 and −4.4% (movie S2). We isolated the role
of vibrational entropy contributions toward D by directly measuring
activation barriers, Easq  , and monomer mobilities, Dsq, only on the pseudomorphic regions of the wetting layer (sections S10 and S11). Both
Dsq and Easq  once again show peaks and valleys coinciding with those
seen in D (Fig. 2B). Thus, for certain misfits, pseudomorphic domains
of a suitable size when decorated by stripes create stable particle
packings in the wetting layer.
When ϵ > 0, where the wetting layer is largely pseudomorphic with
the substrate, D systematically increased with ϵ primarily due to the
lowering of Ea from vibrational entropy contributions (Fig. 2B). In
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Strain-relief in colloidal heteroepitaxy
In our experiments, polystyrene colloids (diameter,  = 1 m) in the
presence of a depletant (radius, Rg ≈ 50 nm) were sedimented at constant flux, F, on patterned (100) substrates (Materials and Methods;
fig. S1) (33). On (100) substrates, strain-relief by trivially forming
stacking faults is forbidden (18, 34). Upon deposition, monomers explored the surface by activated hopping to neighboring lattice sites
(movie S1). We directly measured the particles’ surface diffusion constant D through standard particle tracking procedures (35). Here, D =
Doe−Ea/kBT where Do is the attempt frequency, Ea is the activation
barrier, and kBT is the thermal energy. While our experiments were
largely done at a constant F, such as in atomic epitaxy, both D and
F can be independently tuned in colloidal epitaxy as well (20). Our
experiments were performed at constant F (section S3 and fig. S2).
With time, the increase in particle surface coverage  led to the nucleation and growth of islands, which then coalesced to form films.
We limit our attention to the post-island coalescence regime (see section S4 and fig. S3 for island growth precoalescence). We studied film
growth for misfits that spanned from ϵ = −5.5% (compressive strain) to
ϵ = +5.5% (tensile strain). The range of depletion bonds is ∼0.05af,
and particles occupying adjacent substrate lattice sites can just about
form in-plane bonds at the maximum ϵ studied. In addition to the
strength of the interparticle attraction U, Ea can also depend on ϵ
(8, 10, 36). To isolate the influence of ϵ on D, if any, U was held constant.
Representative snapshots of growth at  = onset, the coverage at
which island nucleation began in the second layer, i.e., on top of the
first monolayer/wetting layer, are shown in Fig. 1A. Particles in these
images are labeled on the basis of their dominant local bond order
    6j ∣ =   N_1 ∑Nk=1 e  6i jk (Fig. 1A and
parameters ∣
    4j  ∣ =   N_1 ∑Nk=1 e  4i jk or ∣
section S5). Here, jk is the bond angle between particles j and k, and
N is the number of the nearest neighbors of particle j. The misfit
strongly influenced the structure and dynamics of the wetting layer.
We quantified the degree to which the film wets the substrate through
N    
_
, with w = 1 corresponding to complete wetting (pseuw =  
N      + N    
domorphic films) and w = 0 to complete dewetting. Here, N4 and N6
are the number of particles in islands with high fourfold and sixfold order, respectively. For ϵ = 0, particles in the wetting layer were
stable and in complete registry with the substrate (Fig. 1A), and w
was independent of . Unexpectedly, w evolves with  for ϵ ≠ 0
(Fig. 1C). With increasing tensile strain, although there was a concomitant enhancement in particle position fluctuations, the film
was largely pseudomorphic with the substrate except at the largest
ϵs, where we found a few isolated patches of close-packed crystals
(Fig. 1A). While the film remained pseudomorphic for ϵ = −1.5%, at
larger compressive misfits, we observed faceted domains of particles
with high ∣4j∣ separated by dewetted stripes of particles with a high
∣6j∣. The width of these stripes fluctuated between one particle
(for ϵ = −2.4 and −4.4%) and one to three particles wide (for ϵ =
−3.5 and −5.5%) (Fig. 1, A and B). While an asymmetry in the growth
for −ϵ and +ϵ is expected because of the asymmetry in the particle
pair potential (37), the peaks and valleys in w, at a fixed , for ϵ < 0 are
reminiscent of commensurate-incommensurate transitions seen in
monolayers adsorbed on periodic potentials (38). Our attempts to
capture this behavior by a 1D Frenkel-Kontorova model did not
produce lowest-energy configurations that resembled experimental
ones (section S6 and figs. S4 and S5).
By locally dewetting and forming stripes, the wetting layer could
accommodate even large strains laterally. Such a mode of relaxation
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Fig. 1. Strain-relief in colloidal heteroepitaxy. (A) Snapshots of film growth at  = onset at various ϵs. Particles are color coded based on their local bond order. Yellow
and red colors represent fourfold and sixfold bond orders, respectively. (B) Schematic of particle order in stripes of different thicknesses. One- and two-particle-wide
stripes had dewetted the substrate with their particles on the twofold bridge site. Three particle stripes had a row of particles in the fourfold hollow sites and were straddled by dewetted rows of particles that were located on the bridge site. (C) w as a function of  and ϵ. Colors represent the value of w. At fixed , w versus ϵ shows clear
peaks and valleys for compressive misfits. (D) Schematic shows that particles at the island perimeter (shown in red in the initial configuration) are squeezed out of the
layer because of strain and cannot occupy the fourfold hollow site of the substrate (shown in blue). By sliding along the island edge by 0.5 and occupying the bridge-site
of the substrate, particles can form six in-plane and two out-of-plane bonds (denoted by solid and dashed black arrows, respectively). This is the same total coordination
as particles in the island interior—four in-plane and four out-of-plane bonds.

atomic heteroepitaxy, Ea is usually larger for tensile than for compressive
strains, as in the former, diffusing monomers not only see a more
corrugated surface but can also form bonds with the subsurface layer
due to the longer range of attractive interactions (8, 36). The trend
observed here is the opposite since attractive interactions here are
short ranged, and vibrational entropy contributions smoothen out
the surface corrugation and more so for tensile than for compressive strains. At large tensile misfits, direct imaging helped uncover yet
another mode of diffusion enhancement, namely, “adcolloid” exchange.
Mondal et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaay8418
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The sequence of images in Fig. 3A shows a monomer (indicated by
a dashed circle in top left panel) dislodging a particle from the wetting
layer below and occupying its position. The dislodged monomer subsequently occupied a fourfold hollow site adjacent to the original one
(indicated by a full circle in bottom left panel), thus effectively counting as a particle hop (movie S3). Although indirect experimental evidence for adatom exchange came nearly three decades ago (40), direct
visualization of this process and its intermediate steps in atomic
systems have hitherto not been possible.
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Fig. 2. Role of misfit strain on intra- and interlayer mass transport. (A) onset
versus ϵ. (B) Monomer diffusivities and energy barriers Easq  versus ϵ. The hollow red
squares denote the spatially averaged diffusivities on the wetting layer, and hollow
blue circles correspond to particle diffusivities measured only on the pseudomorphic
 .
regions. The black circles represent the activation barrier Easq

Observation of new kinetic pathways for interlayer
monomer transport
In addition to influencing D, the strain also modified the kinetics of
monomer descent from island terraces. Previous colloidal homoepitaxy experiments noted that monomers diffuse a longer path to descend island step edges in comparison to that required for a hop
between adjacent lattice sites in the island interior (20). Because the
probability of returning to the origin in a 1D random walk scales with
the path length (41), the longer descent path results in an increase in
particle residence times, , at island step edges. This manifests as a
pseudostep edge barrier that, nevertheless, assumes the role of a real
energy barrier, with large s promoting three-dimensional island
growth rather than layer-by-layer growth. A clear indicator for the
presence of a larger barrier is when the radius of islands Rc at  ≈
onset is smaller than the interisland spacing L at the onset of island
coalescence (9, 20, 42). In our heteroepitaxy experiments, although
the path length for step-edge descent remains nearly same with ϵ,
we found that Rc < L for ϵ = 0 and Rc > L for ϵ ≠ 0 (section S12 and
fig. S11). For compressive strains, the smaller , in comparison to its
value for ϵ = 0, is a consequence of the underlying film structure.
When pseudomorphic domains are decorated with stripes, particles
descending step edges must break a single bond with a particle in
Mondal et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaay8418
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Self-organized growth on strain-relief patterns and
hybrid heteroepitaxy
At even higher coverages ( ⪆ 0.8) and for a narrow range of −4.2 % ≤
ϵ ≤ −4.9%, an unexpected structural transition occurred in the
wetting layer—we observed the emergence of a periodic strain-relief
pattern (movie S5). For a representative ϵ = − 4.4% (middle panel in
Fig. 4A), this emergent order is manifested as a peak in the structure
factor S(q) at a q corresponding to the periodicity of pseudomorphic domains [see zoomed-in image of S(q) in the middle panel in
Fig. 4A]. This peak in S(q) is either completely absent or very weak
when ϵ changes substantially (left and right panels in Fig. 4A). With
further particle deposition, this self-generated pattern acted as a template and guided the growth of laterally ordered defect-free threedimensional pyramids (movie S6 and fig. S12). Further, this lateral
ordering extends over hundreds of micrometers in each direction
and appears to be limited only by the template uniformity (section
S13 and fig. S13). Experiments done over a range of F for the same
ϵ showed nearly identical patterns (section S14 and fig. S14).
Since a continuous wetting film is formed through the coalescence
of domains that grew out from random locations on the substrate
(movie S7), a periodic strain-relief pattern cannot arise without some
level of particle cooperativity. We found that lateral ordering was
mainly achieved through the abrupt and collective sliding motion of
two neighboring rows of particles, one belonging to the stripe and
the other a pseudomorphic domain, by ≈ 0.5 (Fig. 4B and movie
S8). In doing so, the bond orders in these two rows swap (bottom
panel in Fig. 4B), with the net result being a transverse shift in the
position of the stripe by 1 and an increase in the size of one of the
pseudomorphic domains, at the expense of the other, by the same
amount. These cooperative moves allow for substantial restructuring
of the wetting layer even in the later stages of growth. We determined
the extent to which cooperative dynamics depends on ϵ. Particles that
underwent displacements larger than 0.3 over a time interval t* = 1 s
4 of 8
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the penultimate island row (Fig. 3B) in comparison to two bonds when
ϵ = 0 (Fig. 3C). The probability of step-edge descent is, thus, higher
in the former than in the latter (movie S4) and thereby also contributes to a larger onset. For ϵ > 0, besides direct step-edge descent, we
observed new kinetic pathways for descending monomers that once
again resulted in a small  and a larger onset. The representative sequence of images, corresponding to an ϵ = 5.5% in Fig. 3D shows an
adcolloid on an island step edge exchanging positions with a particle
in the island corner (labeled 1), with the latter remaining attached
to the step edge after the descent. The descent also indirectly involves
the displacement of a second particle (labeled 2) along the island step
edge. Although adatom step-edge descent by one-particle push-out
exchange is known to occur in many materials systems (39) and has
been predicted even for compound metal surfaces (43), these moves
are thought to involve the motion of only a single island atom at the
step edge. For ϵ > 4.4%, we evidenced adcolloid descent processes
that involved a higher degree of particle cooperativity. Snapshots in
Fig. 3 (E and F) show a particle on a step edge being incorporated
into the island by two-particle and four-particle push-out exchange,
respectively. Collectively, these observations directly show that many
distinct processes (Figs. 2 and 3) contribute to the trend observed in
onset with ϵ. While simulations have investigated some of these processes (39, 44), but often consider them in isolation, disentangling
their individual roles on film growth is difficult, if not impossible, in
atomic/nanoparticle epitaxy.
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Fig. 3. Reaction pathways for intra- and interlayer mass transport. (A) Adcolloid exchange-mediated intralayer diffusion. The panels show the intermediate steps during
this process. (B) Particle shown in gray attempting a step-edge descent for ϵ ≤ −2.5%. Because of the hexagonally ordered stripe (red particles) at the island edge, the particle
must break a single bond with the particle indicated by the arrow to descend the island terrace. (C) Particle shown in gray attempting a step-edge descent for ϵ = 0%. The particle must break two bonds to descend the step edge. (D to F) Adcolloids descending island terraces by one-particle, two-particle, and four-particle push-out exchange, respectively. The dashed circle represents the adcolloid, and the labeled particles correspond to those that aided in the descent. These moves are typically complete in 0.5 to 2 s.

were first identified and then clustered depending on whether they
were nearest neighbors and moved cooperatively along the FCC (100)
directions. The normalized histogram of cluster sizes P(n) for n ≥ 3,
where n is the number of particles in a cluster, is shown in Fig. 4C.
We defined an average cluster size as P(n = 〈n〉) = 1/5. 〈n〉 grows with
∣ϵ∣ and is larger for compressive than tensile strains (Fig. 4D). Although substantial cooperativity is present even for ϵ = −5.5% and
ϵ > 4.4%, lateral order is precluded in the former because of variations
in the stripe thickness and in the latter by the nucleation of islands
in the second layer, which resulted in complete dewetting of the film
(section S15 and figs. S15 and S16). Epitaxy studies performed hitherto focus exclusively on monomer mobilities (11) and almost never
consider cooperative dynamics during film growth. Our experiments
show that this assumption, however, is appropriate only in the case
of homoepitaxy.
Building on these observations, we demonstrate a new hybrid
heteroepitaxy approach that brings together self-organized pattern
formation with site-specific island nucleation to guide colloidal selfassembly. To achieve site-specific island nucleation, we designed
Mondal et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaay8418
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strained (100) substrates (ϵ = −4.4%) and with periodically varying
well depths, in this case Moiré patterns (section S16 and fig. S17) (23).
The Moiré periodicity can be easily tuned in the fabrication step. Because of the geometric nature of our depletion interactions, periodic
topographic gradients of the Moiré pattern manifest itself as periodic
energy gradients for the diffusing colloids and helped transport particles to specific sites—“topotaxis” (45) of colloids. The enhancement
in particle density at these sites resulted in island nucleation, which
subsequently relaxed the misfit by forming stripes (Fig. 4E). At higher
s, we observed a locally periodic strain-relief pattern, which was
further organized at a larger length scale imposed by the Moiré periodicity. With continued particle deposition, the wetting layer once again
acted as a template and led to the growth of hierarchically ordered
defect-free 3D crystals.
DISCUSSION

In summary, our study has helped uncover a generic mechanism for
strain-relief that circumvents the need to form topological defects in
5 of 8
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Fig. 4. Self-organized growth on strain-relief patterns and hybrid heteroepitaxy. (A) Snapshots of growth at various misfits. The particles labeled red have a high
value of ∣6j∣. The panels below represent S(q). The periodicity of the pseudomorphic domains for ϵ = −4.4% is evident as bright spots at small q (within the red box) in
the S(q). (B) Top panels show particle configurations before and after a cooperative rearrangement during coalescence. After the move, the bond order values for particles
labeled red and green swapped with the net result being the lateral growth of a pseudomorphic domain by 1. (C and D) P(n) and 〈n〉 for various ϵ. In (C), P(n) for ϵ > −3.5%
decayed exponentially. (E) Hierarchically organized structures realized by hybrid heteroepitaxy. (F) A closeup of (E) showing local strain-relief by stripe formation. In (F),
particles in the pseudomorphic regions appear dark in transmission microscopy due to island growth on top of this layer.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Our experimental system composed of charged-stabilized polystyrene
colloids (diameter,  = 1 m; volume fraction,  = 2.6%; Polysicence
USA) and nonadsorbing polymer sodium carboxylmethyl cellulose
(NaCMC; radius of gyration, Rg ≈ 50 nm; mol. wt., 700 K; Fisher
Scientific) as the depletant. The colloidal particles (volume fraction,
 = 0.13%) were sedimented on lithographically patterned (100) surfaces in the presence of NaCMC (concentration, 0.05 mg/ml). The
polymers induced a short-ranged depletion attraction between the
colloids and between the colloids and the substrate. We first determined the intrinsic lattice constant of the colloidal films, af, by letting
the particles crystallize on a featureless surface. The equilibrium lattice
constant was taken to be the first peak of the pair correlation function
g(r). Subsequently, we fabricated (100) substrates of the desired lattice
periodicity, as, using the replica-imprinting technique (19, 33). First, a
linear array of trenches from a blazed diffraction grating (1200 lines/mm;
blazed angle, 36.8°; Thorlabs) was transferred to a 1-mm-thick layer
of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS; SYLGARD 184). The PDMS film
was then stretched uniaxially to the desired lattice spacing as. Next,
the grating pattern on PDMS was transferred to an ultraviolet
(UV)–curable optical adhesive (Norland, #81), supported on a glass
coverslip (#1 1/2, Electron Microscopy Sciences), which served as the
hard master template for further imprinting processes. Subsequently,
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)–anisole solution (SDFCL, 9% w/w)
was spin coated on a cleaned glass coverslip at 1000 rpm and cured
at 170°C for nearly 40 min to get a ∼500-nm-thick film of PMMA.
The linear grating pattern of the hard master template (UV adhesive), which was premaintained at temperature T1 ∼ 126°C < Tg, was
transferred to the PMMA substrate. Here, Tg is the glass transition
temperature of PMMA. The square patterns were realized by a subsequent second imprint, orthogonal to the first one, at temperature
T2 ∼ 122°C (< T1). By varying as, we accessed a range of misfits that
spanned from ϵ = −5.5% (compressive strain) to ϵ = +5.5% (tensile
strain). Particles were imaged at 1 to 5 frames/s using a Foculus 234SB
camera attached to a Leica DMI 6000B transmission optical microMondal et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaay8418

4 March 2020

scope (objective, 100×; numerical aperture, 1.4). Particle tracking and
analysis were done using standard and custom-written algorithms
(35) in MATLAB and ImageJ.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/6/10/eaay8418/DC1
Section S1. Optical micrographs of the fabricated square templates
Section S2. Reproducibility of the data
Section S3. Measurement of deposition flux F
Section S4. Island dynamics in the early stages of growth ( = 0.22 ML)
Section S5. Identification of crystalline domains
Section S6. Numerical simulations of stripe formation
Section S7. Variation of stripe thickness with increasing compressive strain
Section S8. Determining onset of second-layer nucleation
Section S9. Diffusivity and activation barrier for monomers on the substrate
Section S10. Estimation of intralayer diffusion barrier
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